QUESTION: Hello! I see that one of the classes that my advisor put in my Degreeworks Planner has a corequisite of SCM 2000, but she didn't put that in the notes anywhere? Do I need to also register for that class?
ANSWER: If you see that a course is telling you that you need to register for another course in order to take it, that section that you’re trying to register for is probably in a Learning Community (package for First Year students). Look for another section.

QUESTION: What if your major is more Geography driven, can we still join TEAM OWLs? Am I in the right area? Geospatial Science
ANSWER: Geospatial Science is housed in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. TEAM OWLs if for College of Science and Mathematics majors, but you should be able to get assistance from Humanities and Social Sciences this afternoon! [https://orientation.kennesaw.edu/student-resources.php](https://orientation.kennesaw.edu/student-resources.php)

QUESTION: can you throw that grant for transfer students link or name agian before we dismiss?
ANSWER: Dr. Jen Louten is the faculty member- [http://facultyweb.kennesaw.edu/jlouten/stemscholars.php](http://facultyweb.kennesaw.edu/jlouten/stemscholars.php)

QUESTION: this is probably off topic but, Do we need to send in our Immunization, lawful presence forms paper?
ANSWER: You will need to make sure that you take care of any holds on your account and there are steps to handling the different types. [https://registrar.kennesaw.edu/registration/registration-holds.php](https://registrar.kennesaw.edu/registration/registration-holds.php)

QUESTION: it is telling me I can't register until August 8th on my add drop page
ANSWER: Please contact [ksuorientation@kennesaw.edu](mailto:ksuorientation@kennesaw.edu) and they can help!

QUESTION: Who would I ask for financial aid? I know I have the HOPE scholarship and I sent in my FAFSA in January but I haven’t seen any grants from either of those to determine how much I would actually owe. Would I know AFTER I register?
ANSWER: There is a Financial Aid tab on Owl Express that can give you a lot of information about your package. Or, feel free to contact your Financial Aid counselor- [https://financialaid.kennesaw.edu/contact-counselor.php](https://financialaid.kennesaw.edu/contact-counselor.php)

QUESTION: Is ALEKS placement the only way to get into Pre-Cal? Is it possible to have our high school transcripts and ACT scores sent to KSU instead of taking ALEkS placement test?
ANSWER: If you can show us proof (doesn’t have to be official copies sent to KSU) that you meet the prereq based on your ACT/SAT score and HS GPA (screenshot of High school transcript and your ACT/SAT scores) and send to csmadvising@Kennesaw.edu, they can process an override.

QUESTION: I would like to add to the group that I also qualify for HOPE but since I am taking summer classes at my current institution, they won’t put it on my scholarships until my grades come back for those classes
ANSWER: Talk with Financial Aid and send in your transcript after the grades are complete!

QUESTION: Can transfer students register for N courses?
ANSWER: Yes, I am under the impression that all new students can register for “N” (new) sections. These are reserved for new students, so if you see COURSE N##, it might work for you!
QUESTION: I would like to add to the group that I also qualify for HOPE but since I am taking summer classes at my current institution, they won't put it on my scholarships until my grades come back for those classes.
ANSWER: Go ahead and try to reach out to Financial Aid and see what the process is!
https://financialaid.kennesaw.edu/contact-counselor.php

QUESTION: Is there a humanities section for this session? Or will registration still work the same either way?
ANSWER: You’ll be able to talk with Humanities when it’s time to register. And, don’t forget to check your DegreeWorks page! https://orientation.kennesaw.edu/student-resources.php

QUESTION: do you go to see that hope has been received by /ksu
ANSWER: You can see a lot of Financial Aid stuff on the Financial Aid tab of Owl Express

QUESTION: Can we meet with any advisors in person? When does the campus and this stuff open again?
ANSWER: We are phasing back to campus, but unfortunately, we have some limitations due to our office sizes (they’re tiny boxes). We will continue one on one support through Virtual Teams meetings which feels very similar to a face to face (f2f) meeting! https://csm.kennesaw.edu/advising/index.php

QUESTION: How many credits are required in total as a Bio Major?
ANSWER: 120 hours for the degree